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Why are some regions more developed than others? 
 

Mumbai 

Capital of United Provinces 

Capital of Bombay Province East India Co. Trading Hub 

Medieval Indian Trading Hub 

 
Big idea:  Colonial institutions 



My claim:  Pre-colonial commerce shifted long-term 
development trajectories 
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Extractive colonial 
institutions 

Political economy 
EIC factories, trading networks, and high-
skilled, manufacturing trades  

 
 
 

History and sociology 

 
 

Did pre-colonial trade have long-term historical legacies? 
 
Was pre-colonial or colonial phase more important? 

 
What were the channels of causality? 

My research questions 

Portuguese, Dutch, English, French, 
Swedish, Austrian, Danish East India 
Companies (EICs) 



Goal:  Examine legacies of pre-colonial trade on long-
term development outcomes 

Approach 
• Use archival, quantitative, qualitative, geospatial data and multiple methods to 

adjudicate legacies of pre-colonial commerce  

Findings 
• Strong positive impact of pre-colonial commerce on development  

 

Mechanisms 
• Skilled trades reconfigured the social organization of labor markets 

Implications 
• Trade impacts long-term development in socially stratified settings through cultural 

reconfigurations 



Outline 

Argument 

Empirical approach 

Mechanisms 

Implications 



Triggers and channels of change 

Acemoglu et al. (2001, 2002); Banerjee and Iyer (2005); Dell (2010); Engerman and Sokoloff 
(2002, 2005); Hayek (1960); Iyer (2010); Lange (2004); Lange et al. (2006); Laporta et al. 
(1998, 1999, 2007); Lipset (1959); Marx (1853); Mahoney (2003, 2010); Mill (1817); Mukherjee 
(2014); Naoroji (1901); Treisman (2000); Weiner (1985); Young (1994) … 

Colonial  Institutions 

Colonizer institutions (taxation, extraction, 
political exclusion) led to depredation  
 
But formal institutions did not change in pre-
colonial era 

Human capital vs. formal institutions 

Colonial era defined by political domination  
• Domination absent in pre-colonial era 
 

Pre-colonial era defined by dramatic 
changes in global economy 

Pre-colonial vs. colonial era 

Conventional wisdom:  Pre-colonial trade 
harmed global peripheries 

• Lenin (1917), Hobson (1902) 
 
But I show positive effects of skilled trades 

Alternate theory:  human capital fostered 
development 
• Focus on missionaries, Fails et al. (2010) 

 
My focus:  trade, culture, and human capital 



EICs created new political economy landscape in South Asia 
• Developed vast networks of factories and trading routes 
• Built hubs in new zones: e.g., Calcutta, Bombay, Madras 
• Precipitated decline of medieval commercial centers 
 

 

Long-distance maritime trade reshaped subcontinent 
South Asia became world’s largest exporter of manufactured goods 

South Asia specialized in high-skilled exports 
• Produced quarter of global manufacturing output by 1750 
• Calicoes, chintzes, muslins dominated global trading networks 
• Indian textiles “most significant global consumer commodity before industrialization” 

 
 

 



Trade reorganized makeup of production activities 

All stages of textiles production 
concentrated in temple economies 
 
Cotton growing, spinning, weaving, 
dyeing, processing in same location 
 
 
 

High-end production moved to factory 
towns; temple economies specialized in 
agriculture 
 
Driven by shipping demands, winds and 
ocean currents 
 
 
 
 

Before After 

Territorial 
changes 

Occupational 
changes 

Weavers and textile producers worked 
as part-time cultivators 
 
Because demand “erratic, seasonal, 
and highly unpredictable” 
 

Textile workers moved to full-time 
employment in manufacturing 
 
Driven by global consumer preferences; 
financed by gold from the Americas 

Social 
changes 

Caste codes regulated occupational 
structures in temple economies  
 
Textile production caste-based 
occupation 
 
 

Social codes subverted in factory 
towns; threat of sanction limited 
 
Production encouraged caste 
entrepreneurism; skills specialization 
 



Outline 

Argument 

Empirical approach 
• Partial correlation 
• Threats to inference 
• Archival evidence 
• Unobserved heterogeneity 
• Instrumental variable 

 
Mechanisms 

Implications 



New database of pre-colonial factories and hubs 



Basic equation 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Variables 
• Outcomes: Proportion of population in farming and manufacturing, literacy rates, infant 

mortality rates (1961, 1971, 1981, 1991 censuses) 
 

• Outcomes attempt to measure trade-induced changes of pre-colonial era  

Relation between pre-colonial trade and modern outcomes 

 
• Pre-treatment controls: Geography, soil, climate indicators, medieval trading centers 



Partial correlation:  Evidence of structural change 



Results are not driven by major trading hubs: Bombay, Madras, Calcutta 
• Similar results after excluding hubs from analysis 
 

Threats to inference 

Similar results with covariate-specific treatment control comparisons 
• Similar results with nearest-neighbor and propensity-score matching 
• Rosenbaum bounds sensitivities 

Results are not an artifact of unrelated modern-era developments 
• Similar patterns prevail in colonial era measures  
 

Results are not explained by cross-regional variation 
• Similar results after including fixed effects for colonial provinces, post-colonial states 



Did traders develop previously prosperous zones? 

But traders lacked power and resources to select favorable sites 
• In colonial era, Britain used military power to conquer favorable territories 
• But Britain lacked economic and militarily clout in pre-colonial era  
• Sir Thomas Roe (1608): “the English factors… ‘in a desperate case’ … threatened by 

the Portuguese, plundered by the local officials, and in imminent danger of expulsion.” 
 

 

Geopolitical rivalry pushed traders away from existing commercial centers 

• Rivalry among British, French, Dutch, Portuguese rampant in South/South-East Asia 
• Rivalry with local rulers (e.g., Mughals, Marathas, Deccan rulers) also common 
• Existing commercial centers unappealing 



Study original correspondence 
between EIC Factors in India and 
Court of Directors in London 
 
National Archives of India, New Delhi 
 
British Library, London 
 
Also consult 23 volumes of 
correspondence in edited sources 
 

Archival evidence:  Evaluate selection concerns 

Search for evidence to support and 
refute four “logics” of site selection 
 
Conduct source criticism 
 



Geopolitical factors central determinants of site selection 

Colonial 

Pre-
colonial 

Potential rationale 
for site selection 

Moral 
“Uplift” natives through 
religious, education, 
social schemes 

Extractive 
Tax populations 
Plunder resources 
Exploit local economies 
 
Commercial 
Seek existing centers of 
production, trade and 
commerce 
 
Geopolitical 
Avoid wars and rivalry 
with other European and 
native actors 
 

Results from study of letters between Court of 
Directors and English factors, 1602- 1684 

No evidence 

Evidence in opposite direction: Factories 
plundered, traders exploited by local rulers 
• e.g., “aprehending of our persons, restitucion of our 

recoveries…expultion out of his countrie” (1624) 

Some evidence during initial stages of contact: 
• EICs first seek hubs in existing centers of trade, e.g. Surat 

and Masulipatam – then relocate to new centers 

Strong evidence that rivalry guided decisions: 
• e.g., “At last, in January, 1624, the English decided to take 

the first opportunity of quitting that city and establishing a 
settlement of their own.” 



Identified all natural harbors on coastline 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Identified harbors surrounded by mountains 
 
 
 

Natural harbors sheltered ships from wind 
and ocean currents (see Jha 2013) 
• Bombay harbor:  “shipps of greatest burthen may 

boldly enter laden and ride landlockt within a bay, 
free from all winds and weather” (1628) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mountains shielding traders against attack 
from competitors 
• Bombay harbor: “it ftands within 800 Paces of an 

Hill… an Enemy might much incommode it from that 
Hill, as we found by Experience in Anno 1689 when 
the Mogul fent an Army” (1727) 

 

Geography:  Evaluate unobserved heterogeneity 

Geospatial features 
appealing to EICs 

Methodology for identifying  
geospatial features 



Approach 
• Naturally protected harbors especially appealing to traders 
• Comparing outcomes across naturally protected harbors that did/did not get pre-

colonial hubs further controls for unobserved sources of heterogeneity 
• Restrict sample to naturally protected harbors 

 

Controlling further for unobserved heterogeneity 



Approach 
• Naturally protected harbors appealing only in pre-colonial era due to security concerns 
• During colonial rule, Britain established “protective umbrella” over subcontinent 

– “countless Indian sources refer...to the new security of life” 

• New economic centers spurted up in the interiors along road and railway lines, e.g.  
– Jamshedpur, Tatanagar 

Instrument trading hubs with protected natural harbors 



Evaluate relative importance of colonial institutions 

Approach to analyzing effect of colonial institutions 
 

• Colonial era split into “direct rule” (British India) and “indirect rule” (native states) 
– British India “governed by Her Majesty through the Governor-General of India” 
– Native states maintain autonomy in institutions and administration 
– 680 native states, 45% of British India 

• Direct rule associated with predatory institutions (Banerjee and Iyer 2005; Iyer 2010) 
– Colonizers better able to extract resources in direct rule regions  
– Native rulers had longer time horizons, developed better institutions 

• Major methodological challenge:  post-treatment bias 
 



Comparison:  Colonial institutions vs. pre-colonial trade 
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Formal institutions did not shift in the pre-colonial era 

Historiography argues that institutions do not change during pre-colonial era 
• Property rights, political enfranchisement remain the same 
• “No effort was made to build new state and economic institutions” (Washbrook 2009)  
• “No especial wish to alter the internal social or political arrangements” (Appadurai 1974) 

 

No effects on placebo outcome measures today 
• Pre-colonial trade was maritime, should not expect effects on railways, post-offices, etc. 
• No differences on infrastructure measures developed by colonial or postcolonial state 



Did opportunities for skills accumulation across caste groups persist? 
• Historiography points to caste entrepreneurism in pre-colonial era  
• Test: Literacy rates among historically disadvantaged caste communities today 
 

New links between trade, culture, human capital 
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Pre-colonial trade flourished for centuries 
prior to colonialism in many regions: 

• Portugal-Angola 
• France-Indochina 
• Netherlands-Java 
• England-Yemen … 

 
 

Variation in pre-colonial trade raises new research questions 

Significant variation… … raises productive questions 

Empirical implications of isolating 
temporal phases and spatial patterns of 
European influence? 
 
 

 

Commerce and conquest occurred in 
tandem in other regions: 

• Spain/Portugal-Latin America 
 

 Commerce did not lead to conquest in 
other regions: 

• European EICs-Japan/China 
 

 
 

Consequences of commerce and 
conquest occurring in tandem? 
 

 
Why did trade not give rise to colonialism 
in Japan or China? 
 
 

 



 
Legacies likely contingent on nature of trades (skilled, extractive, slave trades, etc.) 

Economic effects of different trades warrant specification 

My focus 
South Asia: skilled-
trades, e.g., calicoes, 
indigo, chintzes 

Other colonial settings 
Sumatra: spices  
Spanish America: specie 
Senegal: slave trades  

 

 
Non-colonial settings 
Netherlands: linens 
Italy: satins, velvets 
Spain: raw wools 
   

Labor-intensive trades likely important for all stratified/feudal early modern societies 
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